By Morris Jastraw .jr.
In Vol. XV Livr. 3 and 4 of the Recueil de Travaux etc. (pp. 138 -140) M. SCHEIL gives an account of a duplicate inscription of Ramman-nirari I which he came across in an antiquity shop at Constantinople. The shopkeeper was probably DIKRAN KELEKIAN who exhibited the handsome stone at the recent Chicago Exposition. Through the kind offices of Mrs. CORNELIUS STEVENSON of Philadelphia a cast of the stone was obtained for the University of Pennsylvania and it was while engaged in studying the cast, that the Recueil reached me containing SCHEIL'S notice. The latter contents himself with giving a transliteration of the inscription, indicating only by means of italicized letters the deviations from the copy of the British Museum published in the 4 th Volume of RAWLINSON.(P!. 39 2 d Edition, pi. 44 and 45 i st Edition). Prof. OPFERT also saw the stone before it was brought to America and made a communication in regard to it to the Academie des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres on June 9 th 1893. In this paper which is now published, OPFERT offers a revised translation based upon the duplicate text. His suggestions regarding the meaning of certain phrases more or less obscure are most valuable and in addition he also proposes a new reads'
ing, namely Adadnirar 1 ), for the king. There is perhaps no royal name about the pronunciation of which there have been such different opinions proposed as in the one in question. OPFERT himself previous to his most recent proposition read the deity contained in the royal name Bin and previous to that U or Ao. There can of course be no doubt any longer that *-*!" ^TT was used by the Assyrians as the equivalent of Adad or Hadad 2 ), but it is by no means certain for that reason that the sign is to be thus read in Assyrian proper names. In the el-Amarna texts the same sign has the value ad-di and it will hardly be maintained that Ad-di and Hadad are in every respect identical any more than Hadad and Dadu. On the other hand the Ο. Τ. sufficiently vouches for the existence of a deity Ramman or Rimmon both through the mention of a temple of Rimmon (II Kgs 5, 18) and the well-known proper names Tab-Rimmon and Hadad-Rimmon. The latter combination of Hadad and Rimmon justifies the Assyrian scribes in representing the element Hadad in Syrian or Aramaean proper names by the same sign which would be used for Ramman, but it does not warrant us in preferring Adad to Ramman in any other class of names. DE Voo S's "Aramaic" bilingual Adadnadinab on which OPFERT lays such great stress only proves the "late" use of the element Adad in Aramaean proper names formed after the pattern of Assyrian ones, and warrants no conclusion as to early periods (SCHRADER, Z. f. K. II p. 365). Adad or Hadad being so distinctly a deity of central and northern Syria as the Sendjerli inscriptions conclusively show, more evidence than is as yet forthcoming is required to permit us to assume an equal prominence of this deity in the Assyrian pantheon of early or for that IJ In the Revue archaeologique (XXI p. 114) erroneously given as Adadninar.
2) See the discussion by DELITZSCH, PINCHES and SCHRADER, Z. f. K. II pp. 161, 311, 365 matter of late days. But above all in the name of the Assyrian official Bur-ilu Ra-ma-na var.: Ra-man (Eponym List col. I 1. 8) we have the direct evidence both for the existence of such a deity among* Assyrians and for the pronunciation. Since there is no instance of Adad in any Assyrian name, preference is to be given to the reading Ramman for the sign *~*j~ Ά*Τι· That the latter sign actually has the value ramanu (BR NNOW No. 8367), though in a different sense, adds to the probability of the reading now universally adopted. Prof. OPFERT offers no new evidence for his deviation and weighty as any opinion coming from him must be, in this case it merely emphasizes the element of doubt which naturally will remain until we find in a syllabary or as a variant text the equation ^T~" Ά,πτ = Ramman.
Returning after this digression to the duplicate copy of the British Museum text, the chief value of the former consists of course in the number of passages in the latter which we are now in a position to restore. These are no less than eight, namely: -Obv. line 8 e-lu after adi 9 ra-pis after mu ι ο Sarru Sa at beginning 13 si-ru instead of il-lu as hitherto read 36 tar-ξί after s a Rev.
6 al before ubase 28 si-ru after Asur ilu 43 be-ri-ik for beri-su.
In addition to this, there is another point of view from which the comparison of the two texts is no less interesting. Considering that the entire inscription consists of only 78 lines in the one text and 65 in the other, the number of variants is extremely large. The examination of these variants is most instructive and as I trust to show, the study is not without importance for some of the larger questions connected with the manner in which the Assyrian and Babylonian scribes did their work. Moreover, the careful study of variants must form the basis for such textual criticism as is possible in the case of cuneiform texts, and I need not therefore offer any further apology for entering into the points involved at some detail.
Distinguishing the two texts as Β for the British Museum copy and C for the Chicago duplicate, the variations between the two arranged in parallel columns and transliterated into modern Assyrian are as follows: - 2) Perhaps only an inexact reproduction in the English edition.
and ^|^|4 resemble one another closely in old Assyrian.
1
There are, it will be seen, no less then fifty-four passages in which the two copies vary. The variants themselves may be divided into the following classes: -(1) ideographic writing of a word in one copy as against phonetic in the other; (2) variants in the phonetic writing of the same word; (3) variants in the ideographic writing of the same word ; (4) actual differences in the reading of words; (5) omissions; (6) differences in the order of words. Of the first class there are eight instances, five in which the ideographic writing appears in B and the phonetic in C and three in which the reverse is the case. It ought to be noted that of the six, three are of the same word viz: ru6u l ). The second -class may be further subdivided into three divisions: (a) in which the longer spelling appears in B and the shorter in C; (b) in which C has the longer spelling; (c) in which the number of syllables is the same, the variation lying simply in the employment of different signs. In all there are thirty-two examples of this class divided up as follows: (a) four (b) fifteen (c) thirteen. Again in the case of a and £, we may further distinguish between cases in which two signs are used in one text as against one in the other (e. g. ti-il and til) and cases in which a sign is inserted in the body of the word (gunu and gu-un-nu). Of the eighteen variants comprising a and b, fourteen are of the first kind and only five of the second, all the five additional syllables being in C (cf. Obv. 11. 14, 22, Rev. 11. 8, 16, 18) .
The third class is only represented by two examples. For MAT.MAT in line 7 Obv. of B, text C has one MAT i) The other two are E~JTf (Obv. 24) = iS-Sa-ak-ki and (1. 30) = ia-me-e.
with the plural sign 1 ) and instead of ilu MÄH in 1. 29 Rev. C has ilu NIN.MAH which is evidently more correct even though the element NIN does not appear to be essential.
2 )
There are four examples of the 4 th class of variants as follows: -B.
C. Obv. 7 ku-up-di lu-up-di Rev. 25 na-kir na-kir-ta 41 su-un-ku su-um-ku 44 um 20 lim 25.
Taking these up in their order, the reading Lupdi in C offers a welcome solution of another difficulty that hitherto existed in the inscription. The passage II R 65, 23, as SCHEIL already saw, settles it beyond doubt that the name of a district is here referred to, and the juxtaposition with Rapiku enables us to determine the situation a little more accurately. It must have formed the northern limit to the thickly settled province of 'Aramaean* groups lying to the east of the Tigris. Long lists of the peoples inhabiting this district are furnished by Tiglathpileser III, Sargon and Sennacherib.
3 ) Whether there is any connection between Lupdi and Lab-du-du mentioned by Sargon among the group it is difficult to say. At all events, the passage in our text is perfectly clear and there is no occasion for OPPERT'S rather strange proposition to translate "desert".
The use of the masculine adjective nakir with lisänu in B as against the feminine nakirta in C, warrants us in concluding that lisänu could be used in Assyrian as either masculine or feminine as is the case in Arabic and Ethiopia At the same time it is likely that the preponderance will always remain in favor of the masculine usage. In'Hebrew and Syriac, it will be remembered, the word is always masculine.
The variant sumku for sunku is well-known from other passages. See HAUPT, Beitr. z. Assyr. I, 168 and POGNON, Bavian p. 94, where other examples of this interchange may be found.
As for the variation in the date", further conclusions may be drawn than that ''five days were required to prepare the inscription" (OPFERT).
It suggests in the first place that several copies of the inscription were prepared. The shape of the stone tablet is quite like the Aboo-Habba inscription (V R 60) and since the latter was prepared for deposit in a building, it is likely that Rammannirari intended his inscriptions for the same purpose. In other words, the stone tablet served the same end as the clay cylinders did from the time of Tiglathpileser I as memorial records to be placed in the four corners of the royal palace.
May we not conclude then that there were originally four copies ordered by the king? GEORGE SMITH in his narrative (Assyrian Discoveries p. 242) where he tells of his purchase of the "fine stone tablet" of Rammannirari mentions that he saw "many fragments of inscriptions belonging to this monarch". The variation in date would be in keeping with such a supposition, for in the case of the four cylinders of Asurbanabal, the dates of three of them -the fourth is missing -also show a variation only still greater than in our two texts. Cyl. A (III R 26) bears the date I st of Nisan, and the two duplicates 15 th of Airu (III R 26) and 28 th of Ululu respectively. Again in the case of two other inscriptions of the same king we find (III R 34) the dates 6 th of Abu and 20 th of Du-u-zu. Assuming as we are certainly justified in doing, for the first series of three that they were intended for one and the same building, we see that the interval between the preparation of the several copies extended over a period of several months, i-J-months between A and B and almost 4-£ months between B and C. We may assume in view of this long interval that the fourth copy was prepared between the i5 tb of Airu and the 28 th of Ululu. The scribes of Asurbanabal evidently took their time in turning out their fine specimens of calligraphy.
The interval of five days between our two texts renders the further conclusion obvious that the two copies follow immediately upon one another, but as will appear from the summary to this study of the variants, the two copies do not stand to one another in the relation of model and duplicate.
Proceeding now with the fifth class which together with the fourth may be considered the most important, it is represented by five examples, three being additions in B not found in C, and two passages in C which are wanting in B. Of the former, only one viz. ic'salbaru ma enafyu (Rev. 1. 18) is necessary to the text, the sentence being mutilated without it.
The case is different with the phrase ana arkat ume (Rev. 1. 8) which is not essential though it adds clearness, while the third addition limuti (Rev. 1. 39) as an adjective to ri&s might very well be omitted.
The two examples of additions in C not found in B, are (i) the phrase itti pili u titi inserted between ana pana and ipsu (Rev. 1. 2) and secondly the conjunction ü between nare-a and Sumi satra (Rev. 1. 12). Both seem to be erroneous. In both copies the phrase, itti pili u ipri appears only a few lines further on Rev. 1. 6 of B, 1. of C. Here the phrase is in place, being qualified by the addition sa al Ubase. There would be a reason for mentioning that the building material -the marble and claycame from a certain place, and from the passage II R 53, 33 we know that there was such a city as Ubase and that it was situated in the "Tamdum" or "Sea" district. On the other hand in 1. 2 where Rammannirari speaks of the fact that the building which he restored had fallen into decay, there would be no object in referring* to the material of which it was composed; and surely marble and clay without further qualification were not exceptional material that they should be regarded in this general way as wothy of mention. Again, the expression ina pana is introduced to emphasize the antiquity of the building and its force would be weakened by the perfectly superfluous information that the building erected of old was constructed of marble and clay. It is clear that pili u titi is but a varia lectio for pili u epiri which through some error has come into the text of C by the side of the latter. As such a variant it is exceedingly welcome, removing as it does any doubt as to the meaning of epiri.
The insertion of u after naria (C Rev. 1. 7) is likewise an error or at all events a poor reading.
The phrase sum Satri is appositional to naria just as it is to musaru in Asurb. X, 116, Esarh. B VI, 17. San}). (TAYLOR) VI, 62 and 68 and Neb. (V R 34) ΠΙ, 45, or rather the three words are intended to convey the single notion of "personal tablet" or "personal inscription", naria being used in this connection as synonymous with musaru. It may be noted too by way of confirmation for the supposition that naru forms with Sum Sajra a single expression, that according to II R 2, 40, 46 c siiir sumi is one of the equivalents of *~*\ £f-|y·
The single instance of a variation between the two copies in the order of phrases occurs in connection with the imprecations that form the conclusion of the inscription. Whereas in B ^the order in the things that should not be done with the inscription is (a) cast into the torrent, (b) burned, (c) thrown into water and (d) buried in the earth, in C the phrase ina epiri ukatamu follows upon the reference to the milim. The variation is of little consequence in itself and it is hardly possible to say which order is preferable. At the close of Tiglathpileser's I inscription, the order is more like that in B, water, fire, earth, in the monolith of ASurna$irbal (I R 27) the order is as in C, earth, fire, water. In neither of the two latter inscriptions does the phrase ina milim inadü occur and it would seem that the introduction of this one, which is practically synonymous with "throwing into water", has caused the divergence.
The variation at the same time suggests that the various copies of one and the same inscription were written down by a scribe at the dictation of another who had the original inscription before him. Upon this assumption we can well understand how through an inadvertence on the part of the reader or a confusion on the part of the scribe who would have several phrases read to him, the position of certain words should become changed. In the same way the large number of variants in the reading of words above discussed can most satisfactorily be accounted for by this hypothesis. It is hardly likely if a scribe copied an inscription lying before him that without any apparent reason he would deviate from his copy. One does not pass from phonetic to ideographic writing in the case of the same word if the eye serves as the only guide in reproducing an inscription, and still less would one be likely to employ in the case of the same word phonetically written different signs in the two copies. Such variations are however exactly the kind one would be justified in expecting if the scribe by merely hearing the word could employ a certain measure of independence in the manner of writing; and no doubt he would be guided in his choice in large measure by a proper division of words within a given line. Moreover in the case of his being influenced by a copy before him, it is hardly likely that he \vould so utterly disregard the division of lines before him. Such a variation as 78 lines to 65 shows the complete independence of the two scribes of one another, at least in this respect; and this is all the more significant when it is borne in mind that the size of the two tablets is nearly alike. 1 ) Again the examples of variants in the 4 th class point in the same direction. If the scribe of C copied from B he would very likely have retained the incorrect reading Kupdi; on the assumption that both wrote at dictation from some third copy, the graphical error in B and the correct reading in C find a mo-st natural explanation, nakir and nakirta likewise indicate that the scribes thought for themselves while writing, which one is hardly likely to do when one is merely engaged in copying by the eye. Sunku and sumku are differences due to the ear and certainly not to the eye.
And so in the cases of the fifth class, if the interpretation of them given above be accepted, the conclusion that they are due to a false dictation is almost obvious. Omissions of words not essential to a text are hardly accidental errors of the eye; and neither are insertions of phrases at wrong places when so made that they furnish a possible meaning. The single instance of an omission in C of an essential phrase may be put down'as more likely to be due to the eye than to the ear, but this one example cannot outweigh the testimony of the five others, especially since it can with almost equal propriety, other things being equal, be traceable to an error of dictation.
Lastly, the general conclusion to be drawn from the juxtaposition of these variants which affect the interpretation is that the preference cannot unqualifiedly be given to either text, and this speaks for their independence of one another. We have found two clear cases in which the preference is to be given to B, and two equally clear ones, it seems to me, in which C has the better reading. It is by a combination of B and C that the nearest possible approach to a correct text can be obtained; and this circumstance involving as it does the existence of at least a third copy earlier than B and C in which the differences between them might be equalized, strengthens the proposition that the Babylonian and Assyrian scribes, when several copies of one and the same inscription were to be prepared, wrote by dictation just as centuries later the Roman scribes were accustomed to do. Whether in the case of single copies such as were prepared by A §ur-banabal's scribes from Babylonian prototypes the same method was pursued, can only be determined when once the originals shall be found in Babylonian libraries and the variants compared; but it is likely that the same method prevailed throughout.
